Thank you for naming my oldest son after another man, then keeping him from me. Thank you the most!

Thank you for telling me to my face "I like to Talk".

Thank you for your beauty... You are O.G.!

Thank you to the CDCR nurses at North Kern, CSP-Solano, & R.J. D. Correctional Facility. (nurses only... okay I Dr. "C" 😎)

Thank you for turning your back on me & keeping me from my son. It made me stronger.

Thank you for being a liar, and miserable person. You revealed your true colors the day you got upset with me, but said you "started" to hit my son's mother up in her Facebook mailbox, like she did something to you. To be 50+, that statement & mind frame is so childish. You know who you are. Good Riddens!

This book is dedicated to those that it was painful to love & painful to know... painful to lose... but I'm glad to see you go!

You know who you be!

Mr. "W. L. G."

[Signature]

"Word 122 Bond"
I am not afraid to hate...
I am more afraid to love...
So I appreciate the lyrics from "Shafi"
"If I ever fall in love again,
I will be sure that the lady is a friend"

I, Darrell Palmer, have given up on "love"
but I refuse to give up on life....
And although I no longer "trust"... you can trust me to do what is right" — TMW !

Peace,
Mr. W.I. Bond
aka
J. Palmer

Mr. W.I. Bond
aka
J. Palmer
Mother's Day verse,
seems more like the mother's day curse.
Because mine don't like me,
writing back is unlikely;
Can't trust my son's mother
that previously became the next man's wifey.

Situation's higher --
I need calm resolve.
Been loving you for years --
prison doors did evolve.
No doubt I was in 'in', out
And you vanished without a shout.

Not even correspondence with my son --
Physically the battle's over -- but
Mental warfare has begun
Get your chess game up,
Your best game up.
If your cup of hate is half empty --
Make sure you fill that bitch up --
Keep some space in your reserve --
Vilenta keep me from my son?
I pray you get exactly what you deserve.

And that's my word on LaTonya -- My first baby
mama -- if I was loveless like you, I'd let her bring
you drama --
Fack you with the mama -- Her entire clan
will lay hands when it comes to Darrell Palmer.
But, what you know about loyalty?
1 clown this 2bsh like a fake M.C.
A beautiful Mother's Day to be --
is you the fuck away from me.

www.PrintablePaper.net

5-4-2019

[Signature]
"These folks are full of trickery. Full of games.
They lack the ability to "correct or rehabilitate".
And I know this because everyday..."shit" remains the same.
You see, the thing about "change" is
It can switch according to purpose; for worse or better?
And it can all be determined by adding a few letters.
Change-ful is inconsistent.
Change-less is immutable.
Change-ling is criminal.
Change-over is computable.
Change-up is deceiving, As well as "changer."
So let that be the reason I don't trust the
Department of Rehabilitation & Corrections,
And I damn sure don't trust "Her."

Peace.

A Palmer

4/30/2018
"Word Is Bond!

No joke, just ask Smoke

Just finished my book,
Displaying stealth movements like a crook

100 verses,
No hooks —

Be all up in her panties, grannies & nooks

Whether they grannies @place —
I gives a damn how they look!

This ain't your ordinary word play,
Because I'm the man on thin track,

Like Sir Dorius' 21st birthday!

Folks, I'm the future,

And I just made parole, so I refuse to shoot 'cha:

Sugar drop ass eat

Spit on the mic, might dilute 'cha

Your times up bitch boy,

Like "Check Please"

And you never had to like Palmer

But you will learn to respect me.

Peace

A.Palmer
5/18
"She left me all alone
No calls for the phone
No money for my books
She treating me like I'm a crook! when...
I was down from the motherfucking start!
The only motherfucking thing I stole
Was her trifling ass heart!
I was as loyal as they come.
Held you down, even when I was on the run.
But today you continuously attempt to make me feel small
Your efforts are 5'10' — Nana I'm 6 feet tall
— So what your new dude ball!
That's my word! On my nephew Samal
I ain't missing you at all.

Peace.

July 2, when I gave a
f**k.
"Decent conversation.
That's capable of mind stimulation.
It keeps the mental's fresh.
So necessary - like breath...
Like life.
Never judging what's good or bad.
Because it always feels - so right!
Decent conversation --
That's capable of mind stimulation."

Peace.
A. Palmer

2-20-2018
"Yo!"

"I do what I said,
Always said what I'd do...
If I was to catch some sucker fuckin with you!
Your lies I believed...
Deception was achieved
But I still tried to hold on...
Ask Smoke... Ask Cleave...
"WORLD DIZ COND"

Came up selling crack & weed
Now it's poetry books & cars
Coming to prison slowed down my pace
Jealousy and hatred formed the case...
Without proof!
5 years in the "belly"
Darrell thou art loosed!"

A servere boom-bap,
With reason to the tap,
I died, went to hell, rebuked satan
And came right back
I was promised I'll live forever
I acknowledged that I have to die first...
So many people desire heaven,
But refuse to put in WORK & experience the re-birth.

Peace
8/11/18
"Your smile is picture perfect,
Our love will stand the rain
I experienced so much to make it to you
I know you'll be worth it.
Less words, more meaning...
Spiritual washing of 40+ years of dirty living
Because your #1 lover needed cleaning.
I'm here now,
With better direction
Ethic & Moral correction
This love is your heart
Will experience the best protection."

That's my word!

[Signature]
2/9/2018
"I need assistance. Please reverse this curse.

Dope verse, from a jewel that’s lost its worth.
In the last two years, friends have returned to being strangers, can’t even explain to me, “why I am “Baltimore MET Headbanger”

Without reading the rest of this poem,...
Or secretly inquiring from those they think most know him.

But they won’t come close.

It’s a sacred information — obtained by some,
But it’s none of my daughters, & neither one of my sons.

It’s an intimate secret — protected by a few baby mamas, professional, laid back women —

But if you with the bullshit,
They will bring the drama.

Peace. I’m out like the Obama’s.

L. Palma
"Dear Most High ... 

Do you hear me? Am I being heard? I am sorry for living like I was, I repent. That's my word. The Bible claims you don't like "lukewarm"

It has to be either "hot or cold". But I feel that's one of "Mans" cliches. I don't believe that's something you would say.

The Bible claims I was "made in your image". Well I'm 98.6 degrees, when it's over "80" outside, I don't wear sweaters or dungees. If it's below 65, or damn near 60... That's what I call "nifty"...

I hope I'm not losing you... Please stay with me... Cold can be extreme, as well as the heat...

The Bible has only brought me so far

Now... my heart longs to hear you speak.

Peace.

L. Palmer
5/8/18
"I'm 7 time sharper -- than your C major
Her love is a thing of the past like the "sky pager"
Moving on, for me is the hardest thing to do...
Life feels so cruel, with these constant thoughts of you.
I'm glad the Most High made you strong--
Glad it was so easy for you to move on
So I'm speaking out... Dey say I'm outspoken
They keep smirking on their faces,
But I'm far from jokin'!... on the run...
like jumpin' train gates... without tokens
or for supplying crack, for the feigns that be smokin;
Needing chips, jewels, girls & whips
In, out of state... 3 hundred & 60 gold bricks--
And my folks all the way live...
In Cherokees, Benzes, Ac's & X5's
No jive... Boy, I was bout my mail...
Got knocked, no bail... Did a bid cause the kid refused to tell...

Like a ground level house... no stories
Now all rappers be happen... I swear Hollywood bored me!

Peace,

[Signature]
"17"
EXIT SIGN, ....

MOST OF THE TIME... I JUST FIND, MYSELF STARING AT THE EXIT SIGN.
WISHING NEGATIVE THOUGHTS,... WOULD EXIT MY MIND.
.... LEAVE ME... THE FUCK BE !,... CORRECT MISTAKES,
AND GIVE ME THE FUCK FREE !
IT’ S NOONE’ S FAULT,... I HOLD NO ILL WILL,
BUT SOMETIMES THESE MOTHERFUCKERS WERK MY LAST NERVE,
AND THAT’ S JUST HOW I MOTHERFUCKING FEEL !

WORD IS BOND,... WORD TO YOUR MOTHER,.. WORD TO A/A,... AND N/A
I PRAY YOU DRUNK, ADDICTED MOTHERFUCKERS RECOVER !
INVEST IN SOME CLEAN TIME, ...

CHECK THE MEANING IN THE VERSE OF THIS RHYME,
GET YOU SOME MOTHERFUCKING BUSINESS,... AND STAY THE FUCK OUTTA
MINE,...

... SO I CAN FINALLY STOP STARING AT THIS MOTHERFUCKING,...
EXIT SIGN. peace.

D. Palmer,... aka Mo’ Skee

8/ 18 / 18
“JUST TO LET YA’LL KNOW”.
NEVER ELEMENTARY-
EXPOSING SUCKAS CONSTANTLY-
DESTROYING THEM FINANCIALLY-
IS SORTA LIKE SCIENCE TO ME-
{THE SECOND THAT DEY STEP TO ME, I SUBTRACT THEM FROM
CAPACITY}
FOR HAVING THE AUDACITY, OF SAYING THEY CAN LAST WITH
ME.
YOU SHOULD BEEF UP YOUR SECURITY,
BULLET PROOF THE CHEROKEE,
THE WINDOWS OF YOUR FACILITY,
INVEST IN NEW TECHNOLOGY,
ADVANCE YOUR GPS,
AND MAKE SURE THAT YOU FOLLOW ME.
MY POINTS ARE ALWAYS HOLLOW B. YOU’LL BE SLEEPING WITH
STARS
LIKE YOU NAME WAS ASTROLOGY.

D. PALMER
07/01/2015
MINE.

You are spiritually mine,
We are spiritually inclined.
This is the GOD honest truth,
I'm not playing with your mind.
When I chew, I do,.. as if eating with you,..
When I'm hanging out, I'm still lonely,..
Because I'd rather be with you.
Doing this time, really hurts me to the heart.
The harshest reality is,.....us being apart.
I miss your body. I miss your love.
I miss the feeling of us together,....fitting like hand in glove.
You are a part of my mind,.....
We are spiritually inclined,
This is the GOD honest truth,.....
Because you are spiritually mine,.....

.....peace.

Darrell L. Palmer
Which sinner will it be? Mo' Skee, or Barabbas,
Theif, murderer, ...or this lyrical acrobatic,
Flows so pragmatic, ...
Damn dunny don't do it, ...the out come is so-so drastic!
I review all your tactics.....expose your whole mission,
Surrendering will require your total submission.
  Strategic chance to reset, redeem, rewind,
Re-visit, rehabilitate, take advantage of this time.
Not a second to be wasted, .....I make every minute count,
I was down for a few, .....code name "re-route"
...This was never a comeback, .....view this as a "re-track"
Cause time keeps on ticking, .....I'm deep into her mentals,
Let that be the reason her body keep twitching....
Conversation not switching,
Just took a detour, ... From North Carolina, to Georgia, So-Cal, from Baltimore....
..Lyrical- spit confirmed ill-shit', for sure, ....
Blessed be the hearts that's pure,.....

peace.

Darrell Palmer. 9/20/18
I don't recall me ever needing permission
nor approval to acknowledge your beauty,
intelligence, physical or spiritual presence
of your womanly essence...

And I thank-you baby!

Because you are more than my children's mother,
Lacking any of all characteristics of a selfish lover.
And I just want to thank you baby!

I guess by now you know that.
Words of life, I flow that.
You are the one The Most High gave my rib to,
Now there's nothing I wont give to you
I swear love plus, You can have it all,
I'm so glad you answered
when love decided to call. Peace.

L. Palmer
2/4/18
The whole world is connected
I am plugged into self
All eyes on me,
Most High please set a brother free,
mentally, spiritually,
so I can manage freedom physically....
So I can challenge Maslow's theory
I can't feel noone in this room right now
Even though they all claim "they with me"
Folk I can't tell,
Thin cold ass cell seems empty.
No old letters to re-read
No new ones ever being wrote
I'm experiencing an all new low
and I refuse to get high...
Besides I don't even smoke.

peace.

A. Palmer
2/4/18
"If one is ensnared by the words they speak,  
I'd be careful of your careless whispers,  
And those "nothing" you pretend are sweet!

Meek is not weak,  
Humble is not soft,  
My attitude is that of gratitude  
Because all negativity I constantly shake off!"

Especially pretenders with fake agendas,  
I spot them with predator type vision  
I didn't wait 43 years to become "prey"  
Just because I came to prison...  
Even for a third time...  
Evidence of no crime  
Perjury got me here  
But I shall return  
Better than ever!  
Did I make myself clear?

Peace.

Gelman
2/11/2018
In love I never play. Funny ain't it?
Allergic to fake love, That's been serverely tainted.
You can count on me to be a team player...
All the way... til the game's over.
I'll travel all terrains... A. K. A. Range Rover.
Duck & Dodge all haters, Never wear "gators"
And the "Bass in your face..."
Means "Peace", see you later."
You can do the stanky leg,
You can hit the Doughe Fresh,
but please brush your tongue &
Freshen that shitty ass breath
Spitten mad shit!
Sulien she looking fine,
Offering to act strange for some change
when I wouldn't spare a dime!

Peace.

2018
Silence can feel, just as worse as violence.
especially with emotions involved
sometimes it's damn near impossible
to get certain issues resolved.
Are we silent because of love?
Am I silent because of hate?
Am I silent to avoid lying?
Can someone be damaged by what I might say?
Silence can be violent
especially when silent out of spite...
Because if she truly loved me... why would she supply
so much silence to my life?
Silence covers lies. Silence hides the truth.
Silence can be extremely painful... -- Got Dammit! I'm living proof!
Silence can be an enemy. Silence can be a friend,
but right now? I need some noise in my life...
... Baby please make this silence end.

Trinity's

"Coming to America's 1st couple?"

Peace. 9-10-18
CAN'T MAINSTREAM THIS!
NO UNCLE TOM, BIG BROTHER, OR SIM CRAP SHIT.
NO ETHNIC MINIMIZING, OR OPENING OLD WOUNDS
BUT WE'LL EXPOSE NEW SCARS.
STAND OUR GROUND TIL THEY ALL KNOW
JUST WHO THE FUCK WE ARE.
BEEN HERE LONG ENOUGH. RECOGNIZE ME AS AMERICAN.
WHEN I DEOUNCED BLACK, FOR MEDIUM BROWN,
THEY SAID "YOU AIN'T MEXICAN!"
NO DISRESPECT ... I'M JUST SPEAKING HOW I THINK.
BECAUSE I DON'T RESPECT WHITE, BLACK, BROWN, OR PINK.
PALE FACE, RED SKIN & NEGRO ... HOW HOSTILE IS THAT?
WE'LL STOP CALLING ME AFRO, AFRICAN-AMERICAN OR BLACK!
I AM DARRELL LA'MARR PALMER.
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND IS MY PLACE OF BIRTH,
BORN IN THE UNION OF THE STATES
'DIRECT LOCATION ... IS EARTH.
CAN'T MAINSTREAM THIS.

Place.

A Palm

"17"
"Don't, Don't... Don't Hurt 'em Again..."

"I'm so advanced in my swagger, that your opinions never seem to matter... equivalent to "pions" like Ms. Elliot... I get my "freak on"...

Produced 4 daughters, throughout the southern quarters... All because I could spend the night...

Before I could get a glass of water...

Dat Booty was mine for the slaughter...

My mom caught me sneaking in the window...

Now I'm confined to my room like a porter...

When I was supposed to be in school...

Darrell was back in them quits!

Hit the whole crew...

Let 'em all task the nut!

Don't like it? Stop reading...

Want to escape? Stop breathing...

These is actual events...

Baltimore's true stories...

Now allow me to fade to black...

Like geri curls & drinking 40's.

Peace.

A.Palm

11/4/18
Hello Darrell. Perception.

Only to joust with demons about. That gather without - Invitations. And they bring their entire congregation.

I'm too afraid the day when the pen drops... time stops - Re-incarnated, and my first sight is someone white... "picking crops!"

I hear a child ask her parents... "Why is that man lighter than us?" And they reply, "Child it is not polite to point & stare at that "cracker ass european over there" Incorporating hate within that child. Passing on ignorance as a form of style.

To solidify the "haves & have nots,

But she still wants to understand why noone "dark" picks any crops, Never eat slop, Never receive lashings from Uncle Ben Or work shifts that seem to never stop?

Mom, Dad, I constantly hear them hum, sing & pray Always asking their God for a better way... But surely they can't hear them... who is Jesus? Is he really their friend?

Why are they so "white" like powder? Maybe their God would hear them if they were "dark" like us... or they hummed, sang or prayed a little louder?

Because their God continued to leave them in those fields... Seems to be a waste of energy... Mom, Dad, that's how I feel. Their God allows them to suffer... So they can provide for us... Shouldn't it be "in their God We Trust"?

Hush! Silly child. Now RUSH! "FETCH the cracker Darrell Tell him I said fetch us some hog feed... at least 2 barrels And to be back on these grounds, before sundown! or Pa will release the cracker tracking hounds... Gone, Get, Do AS I SAY! Run Along now!

And it was then, when that little girl wondered... Do slave tears make a sound? Are they even wet when they hit the ground?

Peace.

[Signature]

1/2/19
To me,

Folks tried to dominate your time
so less time would be available to me
because they “crammed to understand”
that I was/am your #1 fan.

Back then I was “Darrell” “Arkyn’s
little man”

Everyone fought for your attention
sometimes ignoring that I too am your son
loving it, when I am out of the picture,
like “Nathaniel’s” your only one.

Our biggest disagreements
always have the same thing in common
whenever you & I are in harmony...

An outsider will present a problem.

[Signature]
2016
"Some say, "The Realest I'm Not"
Even when I'm in route
Delivering the Realest Shit I've Got!
100% Oblivious to Haters
No Matter Whom They Be
Them no Worry Me
Baltimore Headbanger... A.K.A. No' Skee...
"Word Diz Bond"
First They Hate Me
Then They Love Me...
Then they hate that they love me,
And it goes up just being hate,
Consecutive, Consistent... No time to wait!
Cause where they say "Don't go"
Be my First Stop!
Find the Hoddiest Bitch,
If she dyking, I make her switch
If she attached, her dude she'll ditch
to be on my dick...
And she'll catch if I pitch...
Our only addiction is becoming & remaining rich!
Can't Kung Fu us!... We Kung-Fu back!
We'll Come Through Strapped
Assess Revelation of this particular situation
Will leave you cats no time to re-act
Expose those that's whack... Also known as irrelevant...
to my mission... Pay attention!
As I mention
These prison dope fiends need interventions!
"Peace.
4/17/17
I'm in a good mood, but your attitude could spoil it.
And get you fucked up.
Like you just threw my demo tape in the toilet!
"Tell me that wasn't my tape skinny."
"Tell me you dropped that by mistake man."
"Cats is jealous. Dude is petty.
Want to tussle for no reason."
I stay ready.

Cavey creeps with the 4 fith,
Chop got his name honestly.
Those beats won't be the only things "Swiss" B
That's an Palmer... D
I'll have those dudes out to medical.
Staff boxin' up all they property.
Notify him next to kin;
Let 'em know chances look slim.
Future looking grim -- with a phantom Kit
Candy coated hearse, with 3 doors --
Suicide 'em shits. --
I'm in a good mood,
but your attitude could spoil it...
And get you fucked up.
Like you just threw my demo tape in
the toilet. . . .

Pace.

[Signature]
4/16
Empire State of Mind (Instrumental)

Intro to verse, Never am I lacking
Poetic Metaphors,.... Sounds like I’m rapping,
I do this for dolo,.... Always travel solo,
I ride my own dick,... Chics call me “Pogo “
Hate is not in me..... Love aint either.
They both over – rated, ....Giving me a damn fever,
Temp through the roof... Life without proof,
Got the same birthday,... as Scrap, and Spook,
I drink hot coffee,..... I never sip pruno,
I smoke on the regular, I practice Chop Judo,
..... Pockets fat like Sumo,
Weight-Loss un-likely,..... Never caught up in the hyphee,
Corn nuts on the dresser,... I guess you can’t trust wifey,
Heartsid Gangster,...... #1 Lover,
Addicted to the creame,..... Code name “Terry Glover “
Macon Gardens, no snakes,..... Mef leave ‘em straight,..
Off diet on these bitch’s,..... All I do is gain weight!..
..... peace.

Darrell Palmer,....3-24-18......faded.
Damn your album release!
I need relief from your album!
Hey, hey, hey! Junk yard band
Like fat al & dem!

My whole crew posted,
Like sticky notes,
Knowledge is born
Like a mix tape full of quotes — I suppose
Metaphors, similes, anecdotes,
I'm a win, win, win
When — they juxtapose

Damn your justice of the peace
What I want is a peace of justice for all my kin!
Dey say they freed the slaves,
But overcrowded prisons & minimum pay says we should never trust 'em!

Damn right I get political
All because my future looks critical —
And pitiful —

The pit is full —
The grave is too —
If the Klan really did elect Donald Trump
Then it is obvious this shit is bigger than me & you —

I'm just saying.

Peace.

[Signature]
11/17/17
All right. Y'all hold on tight... Prepare to take flight!

How does one define a "weird nigga"? Make it clear nigga!
Or should I suspect... Your reference is to self?
Because how can you measure another persons worth, without being them first?
Am I to believe everything is clarified & defined,
By what you perceive in your mind?
Are you indeed the sharpest garden tool... I should use,
To remove weeds & fools?
You got it all together when it comes to being normal?
Well I vehemently disagree.
Because what you call weird,
I perceive as "positive energy." kinetic nigga!
Grow your vocab & comprehension of these definitions...
And never forget it... nigga!
Judgmental comments is a sickness. No doubt I'm a witness,
Matter of fact... I used to be infected.
Observations are not judgements... I should be respected,
But criticisms spoken as legit truths belonging to anyone
Should be rejected.
To this type of behavior, no one should be subjected,
... And I too had to examine self...
I had to come to grips that I too, on this issue needed help.
So as I write,
I also take heed & administer self inventory to make conscious efforts
to not use words to offend my neighbor,
Cease any and all negative behavior,
Respect peoples freedom to be their own individual, & encourage my
readers to use some of this wisdom.
I just gave ya!

Peace. Palmer

10/22/2017
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